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Working to keep markets fair by protecting against insider trading is one of the most fundamental jobs we have at
the Commission. Enforcement in this area is key to our mission, but prophylactic measures designed to prevent
the misconduct (rather than punish it after the fact) are vital. Because if companies and corporate insiders profit by
trading on information that is available only to them, they not only disadvantage other shareholders, but also erode
investor confidence and thereby undermine the integrity of our markets. So today’s proposal seeks to ensure our
rules are operating as intended to prevent, rather than shield, trading on inside information and bolster investor
confidence in our markets.

* * *

Corporate insiders are routinely exposed to material nonpublic information. They also need to be able to trade
fairly in the stock of their companies. Thus, the Commission adopted Rule 10b5-1 in 2000 to help clarify when
liability may arise for insider trading.[1] The rule sets forth certain conditions, which, if met, give rise to an
affirmative defense against insider trading liability. Those conditions created a safe harbor for trading pursuant to a
plan entered into in good faith before the person trading under the plan is aware of material nonpublic information.
[2] The idea being if a person establishes “a regular, pre-established program of buying or selling [their] company’s
securities,[3]” that trading, when it later occurs, will not be considered to be on the basis of material nonpublic
information potentially acquired after the adoption of the plan.

We’ve now had over two decades of experience with plans operating under this safe harbor. In that time, 10b5-1
plans have proliferated and lawmakers, regulators, courts, investors, and commentators have all observed the
potential for abuse.[4] Our ability to comprehensively evaluate the use of these plans is unfortunately hampered by
the lack of related disclosure requirements. Nevertheless academic studies have produced compelling findings
that suggest opportunistic use of 10b5-1 plans, including through such practices as trading shortly after the
adoption of plans, and the use of multiple overlapping plans and single-trade plans.[5] This is troubling evidence to
suggest Rule 10b5-1 may be used to enable rather than avoid trading on the basis of inside information. Our rule
should offer a safe harbor, not a pirates’ cove.

So I am very pleased that today’s proposal contains a package of amendments that would create new, common-
sense conditions for the 10b5-1 safe harbor and enhance transparency around the use of 10b5-1 plans. In
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particular, the proposal requires cooling-off periods for issuers and individuals after the adoption of plans before
trading can commence, restricts the use of multiple overlapping plans and single-trade plans, and requires officers
and directors to certify they are adopting plans in good faith and are not aware of material nonpublic information,
among other measures.[6] In addition, the proposal would impose new disclosure requirements, including quarterly
disclosure regarding the adoption, termination, and terms of 10b5-1 plans, and disclosure of a company’s insider
trading policies and procedures.[7] Taken together with the issuer share repurchase proposal we also consider
today, the new disclosure requirements would considerably enhance transparency around issuer and executive
trading in a company’s securities and related policies, procedures, and practices.[8]

The proposal seeks to curb potential abuses of our rules and enhance transparency for investors, while not unduly
restricting issuer and individual trading in a company’s securities for foreseeable, appropriate purposes. I hope the
public will weigh in to help make sure we got the balance right. For example, are the cooling-off period durations—
four months for individuals, 30 days for issuers—adequate? Is there sufficient need for single-trade plans to permit
them under the safe harbor, or should they be prohibited altogether? Should the disclosure requirements be more
specific regarding the policies and procedures information that investors may find useful? I look forward to
reviewing comments on these and other aspects of the proposal.

* * *

I want to thank the staff for their thoughtful work on this proposal. With respect to this proposal and the other items
we’re considering today, I know you all have worked long and hard through the holiday season, and I’m very
grateful for your dedication. I want to particularly commend Corey Klemmer in the Chair’s Office for her hard work
and thoughtful diplomacy in shepherding this proposal through the Commissioners’ offices. Thank you and I’m
pleased to support the proposal.
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